The competition for power in a complex social world is hypothesized to be a driving force in the evolution of intelligence [1] . More specifically, power may be obtained not only by brute force but also by social strategies resembling human politics [2] . Most empirical evidence comes from primate studies that report unprovoked aggression by dominants to maintain power by spreading fear [3] and third-party interventions in conflicts [4] [5] [6] . Coalitionary support has also been described in other animals [7, 8] and is often linked to social bonding [9, 10] . As coalitions can lead to a gain in power [5, 11] and fitness benefits [12] , individuals may try to prevent coalitionary support or indirectly prevent others from forming social bonds that might lead to coalitions. Although there is some empirical evidence that coalitionary support can be manipulated [13] , little is known about the indirect strategy. We show here that wild ravens (Corvus corax) regularly intervene in affiliative interactions of others even though such interventions are potentially risky and without immediate benefits. Moreover, the identities of both interveners and intervened pairs are not randomly distributed. Ravens with existing ties initiate most interventions, and ravens that are creating new ties are most likely to be the targets of interventions. These patterns are consistent with the idea that interventions function to prevent others from forming alliances and consequently becoming future competitors. We thus show previously undescribed social maneuvers in the struggle for power. These maneuvers are likely to be of importance in other social species as well.
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Results and Discussion
Common ravens (Corvus corax) are renowned for their sophisticated social behavior, including affiliative interactions like allopreening and various types of third-party interactions [8, 14] . Although the structure of raven flocks is dynamic [15] , there nevertheless exists considerable social structure, including differentiated social relations. Notably, dominance ranks are heavily dependent on the bonding status of male-female pairs [16] , with established breeding pairs (pair-bonded) at the top of the hierarchy, followed by bonded individuals without a breeding territory (strongly bonded), which in turn outrank individuals that are in the process of establishing a bond (loosely bonded). At the bottom of the hierarchy we find those individuals with no specific bonds (nonbonded). It has recently been shown that ravens can remember social bonds for years [17] and can even track the dominance relations of others (third-party understanding [18] ). Here, we investigated whether ravens can also act upon their social knowledge and selectively intervene in affiliative interactions of conspecifics with a different bonding status. Using behavioral sampling methods, we studied all occurrences of affiliative interactions and all of the associated third-party interventions in a freeranging population of about 300 wild ravens in the Austrian Alps, of which w200 were individually marked (for detailed methods, see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures available online). The underlying assumption of our study was that repeated third-party interventions by a given individual toward a particular dyad might indicate attempts to manipulate the formation and/or maintenance of the bond between individuals in this dyad. Specifically, well-bonded ravens might preserve their high status by intervening in affiliative interactions between ravens that are about to form a bond. Nonbonded birds, in contrast, might face the risk of two-onone aggression when intervening in affiliative interactions of bonded birds.
We show that intervening in affiliative interactions is a relatively common behavior in our population of wild ravens. Out of 564 affiliative interactions observed during a six-month period, 106 (18.8%) experienced intervention by a third party, with a total of 94 individually marked ravens contributing to the data set. Intervening ravens either showed aggression toward the affiliating individuals (75 instances, 70.8%) or merely placed themselves between them (31 instances, 29.2%). As expected, engaging in interventions posed some risk to the intervener. Although 52.8% of all interventions were successful (i.e., the birds engaging in affiliative interactions were separated), 22.6% of the interventions had an indecisive result (i.e., all three birds either stayed or left), and 24.5% resulted in joint aggression of the affiliating birds against the intervener, which then had to retreat. Aggressive interventions were significantly more likely to be successful than when birds merely placed themselves between the two affiliating birds (62.7% versus 29.0%, c 2 = 68.18, p < 0.001). Binomial analyses of whether or not an intervention was successful revealed marginal effects of the bonding status of both the third-party intervener and the individual experiencing the intervention, which were, however, not statistically significant ( Figure S1 ; Tables S1  and S2 ).
Different effects of bonding status became more apparent when we focused on the two critical questions of (1) who intervenes and (2) which pairings are the targets of an intervention. Concerning the first question, the best-fitting model (Table S3) for the rate of interventions in affiliative interactions of each individual contained only a significant effect of bonding status (F = 3.636, df 1 = 3, df 2 = 90, p = 0.016), whereas we found no effect of sex or age class of the intervening individual. Figure 1 illustrates the pattern, and post hoc tests revealed that pairbonded and strongly bonded individuals intervened most often.
Concerning the second question, the best-fitting model (Table S4) effect of bonding status (F = 3.261, df 1 = 3, df 2 = 68, p = 0.027) and, again, no effect of sex or age class. Interestingly, post hoc tests revealed that the affiliative interactions of individuals that were trying to establish a bond (loosely bonded) were interrupted most often (Figure 2) .
Finally, in an attempt to combine both questions, we investigated the amount of interventions that birds of different bonding status experienced depending on the bonding status of the third-party intervener (see Table 1 ). Binomial analyses revealed that nonbonded birds did not have a significant preference for targeting dyads of a particular bonding class, whereas loosely bonded, strongly bonded, and pair-bonded ravens preferentially intervened in interactions of loosely bonded birds (see also Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figure S2 ).
Taken together, our results show that the stronger the bonding of the male and female raven pair, the more they intervene in affiliative interactions of others, irrespective of their individual sex and age class, and that interventions affect mainly those individuals that are trying to establish a bond themselves. It should be noted that because these results are derived from separate analyses, they cannot be integrated into one interpretation, namely, that strongly bonded individuals intervene particularly in the affiliative interactions of loosely bonded individuals. Unfortunately, our data set on wild ravens did not allow us to identify when birds did not intervene in affiliative interactions. However, analysis of the number of occurrences per bonding status indicates that as soon as ravens are bonded, they specifically target ravens that are loosely bonded.
Moreover, we show that interventions in affiliative interactions are risky and can cause counteraggression. Therefore, an opportunistic perspective would predict that the affiliative interactions of nonbonded individuals will experience the most interventions, much like how monkeys tend to support higher-ranking individuals against individuals they themselves already outrank [19] , so-called status quo-maintaining, nonrank-changing, all-down coalitions [5] . Interestingly, however, it was not the affiliative interactions of the nonbonded ravens but rather those of the loosely bonded individuals that experienced the most interventions. Social bonds between ravens are created and maintained by affiliative interactions such as the ones we describe here, and over time, these affiliative interactions become more intense and reciprocal [8] . As a consequence, the bonded pair will rise in rank [16] . Selectively intervening in such interactions may hinder the formation of these bonds and the subsequent rise in rank. Future research should aim to investigate whether these interventions do in fact inhibit the formation of these particular bonds.
Possible Implications of Third-Party Interventions in Affiliative Interactions
That ravens specifically choose to intervene in the affiliative interactions of loosely bonded individuals seems suggestive of sociostrategic behavior. First, they do not need to break up the affiliative interactions of nonbonded individuals, since without a specific partner choice, these do not form a threat. Second, they are less likely to break up the affiliative interactions of strongly bonded individuals, either because it is already too late to do so or because the incurred costs might be too high compared to the gains. Consequently, we feel that the intervention in affiliative interactions of those individuals that are still forming their bonds may reflect a strategic behavior relating to the competition over power and associated resources, e.g., breeding territories and access to food. Additionally, as this behavior occurs rather often, it seems to be an important mechanism for reducing competition.
Although many nonhuman animals form differentiated social bonds [9, 20] characterized by close proximity and affiliative behavior such as preening and grooming [21] [22] [23] , surprisingly little data is available on third-party interventions in those affiliative interactions, and hence it is difficult to compare the current findings in ravens with those of other animals. To our knowledge, apart from one descriptive study on stump-tailed Table S4. macaques [24] , the phenomenon of third-party interventions in affiliative interactions has thus far received hardly any attention in the primate literature. In two reports published on horses, the focus was only on the interveners, and the results were conflicting (interveners were either high or low ranking) [25, 26] . Unfortunately, no data on the possible function of these interventions are available. We therefore encourage future studies to focus on the occurrence and function of third-party interventions in affiliative interactions. We expect that these behaviors may be present in any species that form social bonds and rely on coalitions in the struggle for power, including primates (e.g., [5, 11] ), dolphins [27] , hyenas [28] , other corvids [29] , and possibly fish [30] .
Possible Mechanisms of Third-Party Interventions in Affiliative Interactions
As in primates [31] , the bonding status of ravens cannot be observed directly but needs to be inferred from the quality and/or reciprocity of affiliative interactions [8, 16] . Affiliative behaviors per se are also shown by nonbonded birds, suggesting that ravens-much like their human observersrecognize others' social bonds on the basis of certain features (e.g., length or equity of allopreening bouts) and/or the history of interactions between particular dyads. Note that the ability to recognize others' bonds does not explain what makes ravens act on a particular bonding class. It could be that they have a predisposition to intervene in others' affiliative interactions in general and subsequently learn when this is appropriate. This is unlikely, because in that case young individuals should show most intervention attempts. However, age class did not influence the occurrence of interventions in our observations. It could also be that ravens follow a learned rule of thumb like ''intervene in affiliative behaviors of those who become bonded.'' Interestingly, we never observed any direct benefit for the intervening ravens, except that they could succeed in stopping others from affiliating. Breaking up affiliation bouts of loosely bonded individuals may pay off in the long term, as it may prevent them from becoming close allies. At the time of intervention, however, individuals in loosely bonded pairs pose hardly any competition for resources, especially when compared to pair-bonded and strongly bonded individuals, which perform most interventions. Hence, there is hardly any temporal contingency between the intervention in affiliated interactions and the possible future status-related competition over resources that would be required for associatively learning. Finally, ravens may use cognitive inferences based on some kind of mental representations of the social bonds and status of others. Ravens recognize their own social bonds with others [17] , and we recently showed that they also have third-party knowledge of others' dominance ranks [18] . The current results suggest that, similar to baboons [32] , ravens may use their third-party knowledge flexibly for rank and social relations. Future studies should reveal whether ravens, just like baboons and macaques [32, 33] , can simultaneously classify their conspecifics based on rank and social relations, which is of particular interest since these categories are highly interdependent in ravens [16] . Number of attempted interventions in the affiliative interactions of individuals that were pair bonded (PB), strongly bonded (SB), loosely bonded (LB), or nonbonded (NB), by males (M) and females (F) of each of those four bonding classes. Note that this table refers to a subset of the data, as it reflects only those interventions in which both the identity of the third-party intervener and the identity of at least one of both affiliating individuals was known. See also Figure S2 .
